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d line is a heritage Danish design brand 
 conceiving and hand crafting enduring architec-
tural hardware, sanitary ware and solutions for 
barrier-free living. Launched in 1971, the brand’s 
ambition is to be universally known, coveted 
and admired for the uncompromising endurance 
of its design, craftsmanship and quality.

Copenhagen, London and New York-based 
architecture firm Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG), 
founded by Danish architect Bjarke Ingels, is 
known worldwide for their inno vative, sustain-
able and aesthetically modern  approach to 
design. We are thrilled to collaborate with them 
on the Pebble series.

About

Bjarke Ingels



The Pebble series is a sanitary ware range that 
 inclu des a toilet roll holder, towel rail, coat hook, soap 
dispenser, toilet brush and shower shelf. To complete 
the look the collection also includes a lever handle, key 
escutcheon, thumb turn and pull handle. The pieces 
are available in matt black, matt white and our signa-
ture satin stainless steel. 

The collection is playful and luxurious, each piece 
 interacting with the room in a fluid way. The diverse 
array of items balance elliptical shapes while staying 
grounded with the tactile nature of the material. 

“Just as we did in the 1970s, d line is making a bold 
statement with both colour and shape with our  Bjarke 
Ingels Group collection. As we shift our gaze to a 
more international outlook, we are excited to include 
more privately-owned  spaces into our portfolio, truly 
making us a brand for those wanting a Scandinavian 
and design- focused lifestyle.” 

Søren Blangsted, CEO d line

Introduction



For residential use 

This collection is especially relevant for private 
homes. With our focus on top-quality products 
and clean, visually engaging design, d line’s 
work with BIG is perfect for those looking to 
bring aesthetics and functionality into every 
aspect of their lives.

For commercial use 

d line has a wealth of experience in bringing 
high quality, designer hardware to commercial 
spaces such as hotels, restaurants, and other 
areas for public use. The Pebble series has  
an intimate and tactile quality that makes it  
a strong choice for locations that would like a 
unique feel, while retaining the top-level design 
for which all of d line’s products are known.

Beauty and functionality in any space

Whatever the space you use it, the Pebble 
series offers a special vibrancy that is at once 
subtle and unexpected. The long-lasting mate-
rials and enduring style will enrich any building. 
The Pebble series is part of a larger collection 
with BIG that includes a state-of-the-art smart 
lock system operated via mobile phone.

A modern classic

“We are thrilled to follow in the footsteps of Arne 
Jacobsen and Knud Holscher in collaborating with  
d line. The new line of products are about giving form 
to each of the different functions. The balancing 
 elliptical shapes interact playfully with each other and 
its environment, creating highly tactile and func tional 
objects that complement any interior. The Pebble 
Collection extends our vision in architecture from the 
big picture to the small details.”
 
Jakob Lange, Partner in BIG 
and Director of BIG Ideas
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